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ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND EVALUATION 
Please respond to the following as appropriate: 
- Describe what was achieved during the time period of the grant.
- What aspects were completed as proposed?  If your study could not be completed as 
proposed, explain how your plans were altered.
- Did the project accomplish what it intended?  Did it make a difference?
- Include any relevant quantitative data, if applicable (e.g. How many individuals have 
benefited from this project and in what way?  You may include various output measures such 
as circulation/reference transactions, program attendance, survey responses, etc.).
- Include any anecdotes, if applicable.
- What would you do differently next time, if anything?

Is your project completed?

Yes
No

If No, what is needed to complete the project?  More time, funds?



FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Please explain how the funds received were spent.  Attach your original budget and indicate 
how well your estimates matched with actual expenditures.  Receipts are not necessary.

SHARING YOUR PRODUCT/RESULTS 
What are your plans for disseminating the results of your work?  If it will be a webpage or product, 
or published article or book, when will it be available to the public?  Include citations/URLs if known.  
Remember that all final products must acknowledge receipt of funds from LAUC.


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	SHARING_YOUR_PR_Z4kjRgLh*Gs8IW2y7bIujQ: The biographical data collected through our work will be ingested in a digital platform that we plan to build. The platform will be made open to the public for information retrieval and enrichment. The built-in API (Application Program Interface) will allow data exchange with other platforms. Yes, we will acknowledge receipt of funds from LAUC.
	FINANCIAL_STATE_ppcimfebAmdoAxnAQ3hu1g: Transportation (air&ground): $1,465.00 (budget) vs $1,382.26 (expenditure)  
Hotel/Lodging (per diem): $2,510.00 (budget) vs $3,277.74 (expenditure) 
Meals (per diem): $875 (budget) vs $402.23 (expenditure)
Other:      $150 (budget) vs 0 (expenditure)
TOTAL: $5,000 (budget) vs $5,062.23 (expenditure)

As the above listed, the savings on transportation, meal and intended printing cost (Other) were spent on hotel/lodging. In total, we spent $62.23 more than the original budget (i.e., the grant received). The extra dollar amount was paid with Zhang's local professional development money. 
	If_No__what_is__-guqrfFP1GCuNA3wDbdPcg: More time and funds are needed. By estimation, additional 1,100 hours and 50,000 dollars are needed for data collection at the three NARA offices in the West. 
	Is_your_project_ci5HVIH0gJlt0rJ*fDODlw: No
	ACCOMPLISHMENTS_ZzSqOjbs2xKbInoO75jyeQ: The grant was used for three trips to two NARA (National Archives and Records Administration offices, including two to NARA San Francisco (SF) in July 2023 and May 2024 and one to NARA Seattle in August 2023. The 2nd trip to NARA SF replaced the original planned trip to NARA Riverside, because it was difficult to identify and pre-select Chinese student files to review from their available finding aids. Each trip took a week from Monday through Friday. Below are the outcomes of the three research trips. 
- Identified over 3,000 Chinese student files to be reviewed in the two NARA offices. The number is incomplete, as the identification work is still in progress. 
- Reviewed  arrival files of 848 Chinese students, and recorded basic demographic and education background information of those students  
- Took and saved 4,566 photos of documents in those files as biographical data source for further reference. 
Besides, we also learned from archivists at the two regional offices about essential holding and distribution of student arrival files at the two NARA facilities and across the 10+ NARA national and regional offices. This learning outcome will guide our future data collection as complete as possible. 
Currently, we are working on identifying and adding additional biographical data of the 848 students from other sources through manual and automatic data mining. Upon completion, we will upload them to WikiData for open access. 
	Original_Abstra_M0VjXAr83Ym4*JYKw0HZZQ: Chinese, who studied abroad between 1840 and 1949, were a driving force behind the modernization of China. Meanwhile, these people's personal and family lives were shaped greatly by their overseas connection. During the period, around 150,000 Chinese students went to study abroad. However, only a small percentage of names from this large population have been heavily researched and published, possibly due to unbalanced availability of and access to relevant resources. Names of ordinary returnees are still hidden in immigration records, college archives, genealogies, and other gray literature. The skewed research and publication are unlikely to produce a holistic picture of these people's impact on modern China and vice versa.

We propose a multiple year project aiming to collect and compile biographical data of foreign-educated Chinese (pre-1949), and upload them, in a structured and scalable format, to Wikidata. We will also build a unique and user-friendly directory with API for open access (Phase II). The online directory, compiled and published by librarians, will serve as a reference source for Chinese history and digital humanities research, and a useful ancestry finding tool. This grant application is for Phase I of the multiple year project, which focuses on Chinese students in the U.S..  

Biographical data will be identified from existing publications and archival records in four steps.
1. Jan. – May 2023: data collection from existing directories and records
2. June – Dec. 2023: additional data collection at NARA local offices
3. Jan.  – Nov. 2024: data completion
4. Dec. 2024: Upload completed dataset to Wikidata for open access

Zhang will lead data collection and compilation, and Lin will be responsible for data transformation and aggregation. 
	TITLE_OF_PROJEC_9eHeKPp1LvHlLXaVNIZBKA: Who's Who of American-Educated Chinese (Pre-1949)
	E_Mail_and_Tele_CZ-V5FRtHrP-lG3Df2gUBA: yingz@uci.edu
	Campus_of_Prima_q47edGWel*AJ-yOq1n7wGg: Irvine
	Primary_Applica_7C3MWMqP4CHPuND-YpvyTw: Ying Zhang
	Award_Amount_-uymmrv7liVPOPBezozSHg: $5,000
	Award_Year_-uymmrv7liVPOPBezozSHg: 2023-2024
	Co_Applicant_s__8MeLF7Q*EHBY1PeOD1Agfw: Haiqing Lin
	Annual or End_8MeLF7Q*EHBY1PeOD1Agfw: End of funding
	Date_8MeLF7Q*EHBY1PeOD1Agfw: 6/15/2024


